Abstract-An obstacle detection approach based on stereo vision is proposed for mobile robot navigation. The aim of the approach is to detect a real environment to allow a mobile robot to find a safe path even in complex scenarios. Our novelty is represented in terms of the two-stage perception structure. The detection stage infers the relationship between obstacles and a ground, and determines the region of interest. Based on this, the confirmation stage focuses on characterizing the contours and positions of obstacles and getting rid of most artefacts. The approach synthesizes the statistical information of projections and depth discontinuities in the region of interest to characterize obstacles. The detection-confirmation structure is robust to various lighting conditions, effective to negative obstacles, free to specular reflection effect, and real-time response to the interference from dynamic obstacles. Experimental results verified the effectiveness, reliability and real-time performance of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
URRENT developments in autonomous robotics are concerned with steering a vehicle from an initial state to a final state in complex scenarios, where dynamic and unpredictable obstacles exist. Effective obstacle detection is the basis of performing a desired motion. Moreover, efficient algorithms are needed to do so in rapid response to the perceived information. To perform accurately, robustly and in real time, two requirements [1] need to be met at least: perception of valuable environmental information, reliable obstacle detection and position estimation.
In unknown, dynamic and cluttered scenarios, the capacity to understand precisely scenarios is required. Under these circumstances, sensor-based motion systems are a natural choice. For several years passive and active sensors have been used for obstacle detection and vehicle guidance [2] - [4] . Active sensors are useful and accurate to measure an obstacle's distance. However, they are vulnerable to interfere with other signals, and also it is difficult to confirm whether or not the obstacle exists [5] . Stereo vision sensors have particularly strong potential because they combine a broad variety of different cues, such as disparity, displacement, texture, color, and shape. Stereo vision has been used in the field of efficient obstacle detection [6] - [9] . A good discussion of stereo vision and its problems for mobile robot navigation see [10] and [11] . The work [6] used stereovision only to measure the distance after an object had been detected from monocular images. A stereovision system [7] used no correspondence search at all, but warps images instead and then performed subtraction. The work [8] detected vertical or oblique objects at far distance in traffic scenarios. In [9] , obstacles can be extracted by separating the image features based on 3D clustering. U-V-disparity space based approaches [12] , [13] represent projections of original planes and statistical arrangement to obtain environmental approximation. In addition, Euclidean space based approaches [14] , [15] are focused on the use of 3D data points. Recently, vision-based terrain classification approaches [16] , [17] have been paid attention to robot navigation. The work on vision-based mapping and navigation was summarized by [18] , [19] . Fig. 1 shows our mobile platform: a Pioneer 3 DX robot carried with a stereo vision system. The aim of our perception approach based on stereo vision is to characterize a real scene even in cluttered environments and facilitate planning a path. The detection must be robust and real-time. This paper presents a two-stage approach for obstacle detection: detection-confirmation structure. The structure adopts a coarse-to-fine framework. The detection stage can characterize the relationship between obstacles and the ground in real-time. Thus, the regions of interest in images are determined. The confirmation stage focuses on computing the contours and positions of obstacles. The approach synthesizes the statistical information of different projections and depth discontinuities in regions of interest to detect obstacles, so it is able to provide a good performance even in complex environments. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 depicts the overview of two-stage detection approach. Section 3 presents the identification of the region of interest. The obstacles are finally determined in Section 4. Section 5 evaluates the performance of detecting various obstacles under different lighting conditions. In Section 6, the experiment on obstacle detection using a real robot is made. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE PERCEPTION APPROACH
To ensure the efficiency of detection, a two-stage approach: detection-confirmation structure is proposed. The aim is to provide a high-level representation to efficiently deal with some tough cases, for example detecting thin obstacles and negative obstacles, free to specular reflection, and robust to different lighting conditions. The approach incorporates the knowledge in U-V-disparity domain with depth discontinuities in the region of interest to characterize contours of obstacles, so that it is able to provide a good performance even in cluttered scenarios. Fig. 2 illustrates the overview of the approach and data flows between steps. On one hand, left and right images are captured, and the U-V-disparity maps are constructed (in Fig. 2c and d) . The basic information including geometric features of obstacles, obstacle-ground contact lines and the horizon (green line in Fig. 2e ) is used to roughly describe the environment. However, it is not sufficient to perceive a cluttered scenario correctly only relying on these estimations. On the other hand, the acquired images are filtered using anisotropic diffusion, which encourages the intra-region smoothing while the edges will prevail. Subsequently, the region of interest (in Fig. 2g ) is demarcated. Note that small range of specular reflection on the ground does not affect definition of the region of interest. Depth discontinuities in it are used to further confirm the existence of obstacles. Figure  2h shows the final bounding boxes of obstacle candidates.
III. IDENTIFICATION OF THE REGION OF INTEREST
The initial task of the detection-confirmation approach is to extract the valuable information in input images. First, obstacles are detected preliminarily based on U-V-disparity. The anisotropic diffusion approach [20] is used to preprocess images to resolve the tradeoff between smoothing homogeneous areas and maintaining structural characteristics of the image. Moreover, the filtered image is not susceptible to the lighting conditions. Subsequently, approximately vertical and horizontal edges (red lines and blue lines in Fig. 3c ) are extracted. With the support of the above detection, the region of interest can be demarcated (the yellow bounding box in Fig. 3e) . Further, three different obstacles in the region of interest are confirmed. Note that the specular reflection does not impact on the quality of detection.
IV. OBSTACLES CONFIRMATION FROM DEPTH

DISCONTINUITIES
When a robot faces a trench under low lighting condition, only relying on the disparity map is not effective enough to environmental perception. However, the confirmation stage can filter out artefacts and extrapolate missing information. The central idea of this process is that geometric obstacles always result in characteristic depth distributions. The aim of this process is that the geometric size and location of each obstacle can be calculated. As shown in Fig. 3f , three different obstacles in the region of interest manifest themselves as depth discontinuities: a vertical box (red lines), a slanting box (green lines) and a pedestrian (blue lines). The bounding boxes of obstacles are finally depicted in Fig. 3g . Furthermore, when the robot faces a trench under low lighting condition in Fig. 4a , our approach can still extract the region of interest (the yellow bounding box in Fig. 4d) . Seen from the local disparity map in the region of interest, the negative obstacle candidates are detected (pink boxes in Fig. 4e ) after some artefacts as well as small discontinuity clusters are filtered out. Finally, obstacles in the region of interest is confirmed and depicted in Fig. 4f . The result validates the robustness and flexibility of the proposed approach.
V. EVALUATION OF THE PERCEPTION APPROACH UNDER DIFFERENT LIGHTING CONDITIONS
The performances of the perception approach under normal and low lighting conditions are analyzed. Four types of obstacles are used for the evaluation: a 1.75 m high pedestrian, a 0.49 0.46 0.22 m × × box, a 0.2 m diameter ball, and a 0.11 m diameter × 0.42 m height cylinder. They are positioned along the axis of our stereo system at different distances. Although all information in the disparity map is exploited, any matching error may cause few problems since the probability that incorrect matching points involved will generate coincidental alignments is low within a certain distance. Additionally, the confirmation stage gets rid of most artefacts. Seen from measurement results shown in Fig. 5 , the measurement errors gradually become large as the distance increases. Under normal lighting condition (Fig.  5a ), the error is only 0.33% at 1 m, which is less than 0.57% at 1 m under low lighting condition (Fig. 5b) . However, the maximum error does not exceed 1.62% at 3.7 m under the low lighting condition, larger than 1.35% under the normal lighting condition. The test validates that the perception approach is robust to lighting changes, and that its efficacy is sufficient to meet requirements of obstacle detection. [3] and [6] have also carried out other evaluations of their perception approaches.
VI. MOBILE PLATFORM CONFIGURE AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Mobile Platform and Settings
The proposed approach is tested on a nonholonomic mobile robot Pioneer 3 DX equipped with a stereo system Bumblebee 2 TM and a laptop with Pentium 4 2.4 GHz processor and 2GB RAM. The resolution of the input image pairs is 320 240 × pixels. The proposed approach is implemented in the Windows/C programming language. The average computation time of the approach is around 230 ms. 
B. Experimental Results
The approach is verified using a real robot with an emphasis on obstacle detection for mobile robot navigation. Our real-time monitoring software shows the perceived information, the instantaneous position, the velocity, the current heading and the trajectory. The robot navigates along a narrow passage to reach its goal. In sequence of snapshots (Fig. 6Ma-Mf) , the blue curve and the green segments depict the real-time trajectory and the perceived information, respectively. Due to the limited field of vision, the part detection in the last cycle (the grey segments) is also used for collision avoidance. One of the difficulties is that there is only narrow space for movement (less than 10cm on each side of the robot in Fig. 6b and e) . Another difficulty is that a dynamic obstacle interferes with the robot. There is a passage at the top left corner in Fig. 6c , but a person suddenly appears and obstructs the passage. The change in scene is rapidly perceived, and the robot finds another passage (Fig. 6e) . As viewed from navigation in a narrow space only using stereo vision, it is still difficult for many existing approaches. Experimental results illustrate some advantages of our approach: i) effective detection in an extremely narrow room; ii) real-time detection to respond to a dynamic obstacle.
VII. CONCLUSION
A perception approach based on stereo vision is presented for mobile robot to detect obstacles. The approach computes positions and sizes of potential obstacles through two stages: the scene estimation in U-V-disparity domain and the confirmation of obstacle candidates by depth discontinuities. The two-stage structure improves the effectiveness of detection without the expense of real-time performance. Moreover, the approach cannot only detect negative obstacles, thin obstacles, but it is insensitive to specular reflection effects and is relaxed restriction on lighting conditions. In addition, as analyzed in Section 5, the approach is robust enough to detect obstacles under various conditions. Extensive experimental results in Section 3, 4 and 5 verified the efficacy, feasibility and robustness of the proposed approach.
